3/7/2005

TO: Sheryl Stevens, Midwest Chapter/MLA President

FROM: Barbarie Hill, Technology Committee Chair

RE: Report of Technology Committee

Committee members: Barbarie Hill and Allan Barclay, GMR technical liaison
(CE Chair and Treasurer update their own sections on the web site)

Web site changes made:

- Added fall 2004 board minutes and general meeting minutes
- Added fall 2004 and winter 2005 issues of Midline
- Updated board chart
- Updated page header to 2005 conference logo
- Kept 2005 annual conference information up-to-date
- Added President’s page
- Approached GMR about searchable membership database and learned that it is not possible to mount a database on current server

Work needing to be done on the web site:

- Redesign for easier updating
- Add specific committee pages

There are no action items in this report for the board’s consideration.